Temporal and quantitative associations of electronic fetal heart rate monitoring patterns and neonatal outcomes†.
Objective: The objective of this study is to evaluate the associations of electronic fetal heart rate monitoring (EFM) patterns and adverse neonatal outcomes Study design: From 2013 to 2016; 12,067 term, singleton deliveries in labor ≥2 h with abnormal EFM defined as absent accelerations, variable, late or prolonged decelerations, tachycardia, bradycardia, or minimal variability were analyzed as any documentation during labor, in first hour and last hour of labor. Outcomes were composite neonatal adverse outcomes, neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) admission, neonatal hypoxia, neonatal hypoglycemia, umbilical artery pH, and base excess. Independent associations were ascertained using regression analysis. Results: Significant independent associations occurred between any abnormal EFM during the last hour and five adverse neonatal outcomes; between abnormal EFM at any time and one adverse neonatal outcome while there was none with the first hour of labor. In the last hour, accelerations had significant negative associations with three adverse neonatal outcomes, while prolonged decelerations, late decelerations, tachycardia, and bradycardia had significant positive associations with three adverse neonatal outcomes. Throughout labor, increasing accelerations events were significantly negatively correlated with all adverse neonatal outcomes, while increasing frequency of late, variable, and prolonged decelerations were positively associated with five adverse neonatal outcomes. Hierarchical analysis showed that bradycardia/tachycardia contributed only 0.8%, while all EFM periodic changes contributed 1%; the addition of the frequencies of abnormal EFM events contributed 0.6% to the variance in umbilical artery pH and base excess. Conclusions: Terminal EFM patterns are independently associated with neonatal outcomes. Accelerations are protective of adverse neonatal outcomes. Increasing frequency of EFM patterns overtime contributes to neonatal outcome.